WDO News
Welcome to WDO News
More than $100 million in WDOs
Six years after start-up, the Work and Development Order
scheme has assisted vulnerable clients in communities
throughout NSW to clear over $100 million in unpaid fines. This
milestone was achieved in November 2017, when a WDO
supported by Wellington Correctional Centre ticked over the
grand total of WDO credits from $99,999,995.48 to $101,223,918.
This is a great achievement and a testament to all the hard
work and commitment of our WDO sponsors who support
people to clear their fines debt through treatment programs
and activities.
In our Sponsor Feature, we focus on Wellington Correctional
Centre, the organisation responsible for taking us over the $100
million mark. We also take a broader look at WDO
engagement across all of Corrective Services NSW.
Since 2012, when all Corrective Services NSW locations
became approved to support WDOs, more than $14 million in
fines debt has been cleared by inmates participating in
voluntary treatment and education programs. This represents
14% of the total amount of fines debt cleared on WDOs since
the program began. A massive achievement for NSW
Corrective Services.
We also take a look at the inaugural WDO Annual Report
produced by WDO sponsor partners for the first time in 2016/17.
At page 4 we look at a few highlights from the report. The full
report can be found at WDO Annual Report.
Thanks to all WDO sponsors for another record breaking year. We
wish you and your families a restful, well-earned holiday break.

Report card
Sponsor update
There are currently 2473 WDO sponsors registered to support
WDOs, comprising
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• Health practitioners - 1099 (44%)
• Non-government organisations – 1047 (42%)
• Government agencies – 320 (13%)
• For profit organisations (since May this year) – 7 (0.3%)
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Client Update
Between 1 July 2017 and 1 December 2017, 2,375
WDOs have been approved and $14.1 million in
fines debt satisfied.

The total number of WDOs approved for the 20162017 financial year was 23,122, and a total of $27.6
million in fines debt was satisfied.
Since 2012, a total of 86,272 WDOs have been
approved, satisfying $104 million in fines debt.
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Q&A
Can any activity we offer be counted towards a WDO?
Some activities are excluded from WDOs. Activities that are generally excluded are:
• Court ordered activities (but note that referral to the MERIT program, and any voluntary or
involuntary treatment under the Mental Health Act or Mental Health Forensic Provisions Act CAN
be included in a WDO).
• Compulsory education for children under the age of 17
• Mandatory activities for the Centrelink benefits eg Work for the Dole, 15 hours of education for
Austudy or Abstudy benefits.
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Self Service portal tips
• Navigating to the portal on the new
Revenue NSW website
In August 2017, Office of State Revenue,
changed its name to Revenue NSW and
upgraded its website. To find the WDO portal
page from the main Revenue NSW website
go to the Fines and Fees tab, then to
Business Partners and Sponsors then to
Work and Development Order sponsors.
You will find the blue portal link on this page.

• Certificate of Achievement
Once a WDO is finalised a Client Certificate
of Achievement will be automatically
generated. Please print out the Certificate
and give it to your client. It is always well
appreciated!

• Unmatched/pending WDOs
If your WDO application has a status of
unmatched or pending, don’t worry.
Unmatched simply means the WDO team
needs to manually match the application
you submitted to the correct client’s file.
This does not disadvantage the client’s
reporting as once opened, you can

report from the day you submitted the
application, despite the ‘pending’ or
‘unmatched’ status.

• Can you change the answer to ‘add
new EOs to WDO’ once the WDO has
been submitted?
Yes, you can change your answer to
this question after the WDO has been
submitted. Retrieve the WDO, edit and
select the WDO details. You can then
amend your answer to this question and
save at the bottom of the screen.
Note: EOs (Enforcement Orders) are
overdue fines. If your customer has
outstanding Penalty Notices (PNs, or new
fines), these will not be added automatically
to a WDO until they become overdue and
incur an additional $65 enforcement cost.
Contact the WDO hotline on 1300 478 879 to
add outstanding penalty notices without
additional enforcement costs, or to confirm
if all of your customers fines have been
included if you are unsure.

New WDO
Hotline staff
The WDO Hotline is provided 8
hours a day, 5 days a week.
We are always happy to assist
you with any portal related
enquiries.
New staff who have recently
joined our Team – Isabel, Jess,
Jill, Tatum, Rod, Rochelle.

Front Row (L to R): Stacey and Tracey
Back Row (L to R): Lauren, Tatum, Julia, Robyn (middle), Krystal, Frances, Alan
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WDO Annual Report - 2016/2017
Year in review
Education

317 261 172
Legal Aid NSW delivered
317 community legal
education workshops on
fines and WDOs

261 participants in 12
WDO regional forums
across NSW

154

WDO sponsors

Revenue NSW
provided outreach
services at 154
community days
across NSW

WDO
approved
and debt resolved

23,122
WDOs approved in May a monthly record

485

new WDO sponsors
were approved
(approx. 2,200 are
approved in total)

New

WDOs approved (up 29%
on previous year)

2,523

participants joined
3 webinars

>50%
Non-government
organisations
supported over 50%
of approved WDOs

WDO Guidelines were
approved by the Attorney
General

$27.6m
in fines resolved through
WDOs

WDO customers

38

applicants
identified with
a non-specific
gender

For the first time in 2016/2017 WDO scheme
partners produced an Annual Report.
Highlights this year included:
• Revised WDO Guidelines 2017 were approved
by the Attorney-General increasing access to
the scheme for people with the greatest need
including young people, people with mental
illness and victims of domestic violence. The
changes also help WDO sponsors with further
guidance on their responsibilities.
• Self-service portal enhancements to streamline
the user-experience.

36%
experienced
acute economic
hardship - the
most common
eligibility reason

21%
30%

of participants were
Aboriginal or Torres
Strait Islander

sought drug or alcohol
treatment through the
program - the most
common activity overall

65% 34%
male

female

Culturally and Linguistically Diverse
(CALD) people were more likely to apply
under financial hardship reasons and do
unpaid work as their WDO activity

• Impressive growth, with 23,122 WDOs approved
(up 29% on previous year), $27.6 million in debt
resolved and 485 new sponsors approved (over
2200 approved in total).
• 21% of WDO participants were Aboriginal or
Torres Strait Islander
• The most common WDO activity was drug
and alcohol treatment (30%) and the
most common eligibility reason was acute
economic hardship (36%).
For a full copy of the report go to
WDO Annual Report

• Learning, development and communications,
including 317 community legal education
workshops and webinars and 12 regional
sponsor forums.
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Legal Aid NSW Update
Celebrating $100 million

Sponsor Forums

Staff from the Work and Development Order
Service at Legal Aid NSW celebrated the $100
million milestone with cake at a surprise morning
tea with new CEO Brendan Thomas. Brendan, as
previous chair of the WDO Governance Group,
has a longstanding interest in the WDO program.
He said “The WDO Scheme has been incredibly
beneficial. With more than 86,000 approved WDOs,
nearly 2,500 WDO sponsors and 104 million dollars in
fines cleared - you should all be very proud – thank
you for all the work you do”.

Legal Aid NSW has six regional WDO teams. The
metro and regional teams can organise training
onsite for WDO sponsors, hold WDO Sponsor forums,
as well as make referrals and provide advice
to clients with fines debt. In 2017 Legal Aid NSW
provided 317 education sessions including WDO
Sponsor forums in 12 regional communities. Please
contact wdo@legalaid.nsw.gov.au to organise
training or find out about an upcoming WDO
sponsor forum in your area.
Lismore

WDO SERVICE
NORTHERN

WDO SERVICE
CENTRAL &
NORTH WESTERN
Port Macquarie
Dubbo

CEO Brendan
Thomas and
longest serving
WDO solicitor
Linda Meyns cut
the WDO cake

WDO SERVICE
CENTRAL COAST,
HUNTER, LOWER
NEW ENGLAND &
MID NORTH COAST

Orange

Liverpool/Penrith

Gosford
Sydney (Head office)

WDO SERVICE
SOUTHERN &
FAR WEST

WDO SERVICE SYDNEY
METRO & SYDNEY SOUTH
Wollongong

WDO SERVICE
SOUTH WEST &
WESTERN SYDNEY

WDO Teams in
Legal Aid Offices
Aboriginal Field Officers
Civil, Family & WDO

WDO Service manager Meredith Osborne also
thanked the WDO team “The commitment and
leadership shown by every single person in this
team is incredible. They continue to find innovative
ways to expand the scheme and reach the
clients who need WDOs the most.” Meredith also
acknowledged the contribution of other Legal Aid
teams and external partners to the success of the
WDO scheme. “It’s all about working together to get
the best possible outcomes for our shared clients.”

Webinars
In 2017 Legal Aid NSW and Revenue NSW provided
5 webinars about the WDO program. A total of
343 people attended these interactive sessions.
The recorded webinars are available on the Legal
Aid NSW YouTube channel: https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=q0pyqcwztCc&list=PLApA5ctFL2pVbMUR2vvHwj7O8QwyeMO_
In 2018 we are planning to run monthly WDO
webinars. The timetable in the first half of 2018 is:
• Introduction to WDOs & Self Service Portal February, March, April, and May 2018.
• “WDOs in Practice” on additional topics March and May 2018
To confirm dates, times and book go to Legal Aid
NSW website - Workshops and Webinars page

Legal Aid NSW WDO team
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Reaching Out to New Communities

Meredith Osborne talks about fines at the Tibetan Community Forum

Tibetan Community Forum
The Department of Justice partnered with Legal Aid
NSW and the Tibetan Community of Australia NSW
Inc. to hold a workshop for the Tibetan community
on legal and justice issues. Meredith Osborne from
Legal Aid NSW, Work and Development Order
Service presented information about fines and
WDOs. There were over 100 community members
there, who were very interested in learning more

about the legal system in NSW and where they
could find help.
Justice NSW has also attended the Multicultural
Regional Action Groups in both South West Sydney
and Western NSW. Multicultural NSW is keen to
expand access to WDOs across Culturally and
Linguistically Diverse communities.

Joint Outreach Events
Legal Aid NSW and Revenue NSW continue to
deliver joint outreach to remote communities
across NSW. In 2016/17 over 154 outreach
events took place in partnership with other
service providers such as Electricity and Water
Ombudsman (EWON), Civil Law Service for
Aboriginal Communities (CLSAC), Co-operative
Legal Services Delivery (CLSD) program and Law
Access NSW.

Judy Duncan, (Aboriginal Legal Service NSW/ACT), Lynne
Worrall (Legal Aid NSW) and Laurence (Bud) Crawford
(Revenue NSW) provide legal information and assistance
to the community in Mungindi.

They have recently teamed up with the Driver
Disqualification team at Legal Aid NSW to
help clients address court imposed driver
disqualifications under recent reforms. For more
information about these reforms go to
Driver Disqualification Reforms
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Sponsor Feature - Corrective Services NSW

EQUIPS participants

Wellington Correctional Centre
A Services and Programs Officer (SAPO) at
Wellington Correctional Centre (CC) was responsible
for entering the WDO that took the scheme up to
the $100 million milestone. She said WDOs are “a
fantastic incentive for inmates to engage with
programs and maintain motivation.”
Wellington CC provide WDO opportunities to inmates
through various educational programs, however, the
predominant use is with the EQUIPS - Explore,
Question, Understand, Investigate, Practice, Succeed
- programs. The EQUIPS suite of programs aims to
reduce reoffending behaviour by providing
therapeutic, group and self-management activities.
There are 4 program types. The EQUIPS Foundation
program addresses a range of areas including
antisocial behaviour, impulsivity, emotional regulation,
interpersonal relationships and problem solving.

program which focusses on challenges in managing
difficult life events and minimising aggressive
behaviour patterns. It has a strong cognitive therapy
approach and is linked to mindfulness and value
based therapy.
The Manager of Offender Services and Programs
(MOSP) for Wellington CC stated that WDOs are
“important for reintegration, as leaving custody
without any debt with Revenue NSW is a positive.”
She agreed that WDOs enable offenders to clear
fines debt while addressing offending behaviour.
She said “inmates who have completed a WDO are
very proud to receive their certificate, and feel as
though they have accomplished something great”.
She was impressed that Wellington CC has
completed 551 WDOs.

EQUIPS addiction program offers groups and selfmanagement sessions aimed at addictive and high
risk behaviours and encouraging a pathway to
support services for addictive behaviours.
The EQUIPS domestic abuse program has a strong
emphasis on inviting perpetrators to take
responsibility for their offending behaviours and it
encourages them to increase their level of
accountability to the wider community.
The inmate who benefitted from the $100 million
WDO was undertaking the EQUIPS Aggression

Wellington Correctional Centre

If you would like your organisation featured in an upcoming edition of WDO News please email us at
wdo@legalaid.nsw.gov.au
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Sponsor Feature - Corrective Services NSW cont.
In May 2012 all prisons managed by Corrective
Services NSW (CSNSW) were approved as WDO
sponsors. Since then CSNSW has had increasing focus
on socio-legal issues relevant to inmates. In April 2017
their Offender Management and Program Unit
finalised the Policy for supporting offenders to
manage fine-related debts through Work and
Development Orders.
The policy statement provides that “A significant
number of people enter CSNSW custody with high
levels of fines debt ... The burden of this debt can
contribute to re-offending. Where this debt is finerelated debt with the State Debt Recovery Office
(now Revenue NSW), offenders may be eligible to
reduce it through participation in approved activities
as part of a Work and Development Order (WDO),
which is designed to provide alternative methods to
pay fine debts.”
Since May 2017, WDO scheme partners with CSNSW
Offender Management and Program Unit, have
provided training and support, to managers and staff
of NSW prisons about using the WDO program. Uptake
has depended on availability of programs particularly treatment or education – in each location.

The prisons with the highest WDO participation
rates were:

Location
Goulburn
Kempsey
Oberon
Nowra
Bathurst
Wellington

Number of WDOs
776
761
606
606
605
551

Amount cleared
$752,816.51
$990,301.34
$1,045,569.09
$660,856.78
$889,729.84
$754,118.22

Data obtained in December 2017 from Revenue
NSW shows that since commencing with the
WDO program in 2012 a staggering $14 million in
fines debt has been cleared on WDOs throughout
NSW prisons. Most fines debt has been cleared
through education activities (62%), followed by
drug and alcohol treatment (35%). 3% of inmates
cleared their fines through financial counselling or
case management.

Active WDO Activity Type

Drug
Education
Financial /
Other Counselling

Contacts
Revenue NSW

Legal Aid NSW | Aboriginal Legal Service NSW/ACT

For sponsor approvals and
variations, client applications,
self-service portal enquiries

For sponsor training and advice, client placements,
legal help with fines

WDO Hotline: 1300 478 879
wdo@revenue.nsw.gov.au

www.legalaid.nsw.gov.au/wdo
www.alsnswact.org.au

wdo@legalaid.nsw.gov.au

Order WDO publications online at
www.legalaid.nsw.gov.au/publications
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